**ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS**

1. **ATTACH BACK**
   - Fit Back edge into Left Side groove track cut out with the pocket cut out in the Back facing the threaded insert in the Left Side. Place Block G into Back pocket cut out and insert bolt through the block into Left Side threaded hole and finger tighten.

2. **ATTACH SEAT & BRACE**
   - Fit Seat edge into Left Side groove track cut out with the Seat's groove track cut out towards the Back. Place Block B into Seat pocket cut out and insert bolts through the block into Left Side threaded holes and finger tighten.
   - Fit Back Brace long edge into the Seat's groove track cut out and fit short edge into Left Side pocket cut out.

3. **ATTACH MID BRACE**
   - Fit Mid brace straight edge into Back Brace pocket cut out. Place Block G into Mid Brace pocket cut out and insert bolt through the block into the Back Brace and finger tighten.

4. **ATTACH FACE PLATE**
   - Fit Face Plate short edge into Left Side pocket cut out and fit Mid Brace angled edge into the Face Plate pocket cut out. Place Block G into Mid Brace pocket cut out and insert bolt through the block into the Face Plate and finger tighten. Place Block B into Face Plate pocket cut out and insert bolts through the block into the Left Side and finger tighten.

5. **ATTACH RIGHT SIDE & INSERT BLOCKS**
   - Attach right side using steps 1, 2, & 4. Fit Micro Double Blocks through the holes in the Left and Right sides so each block has a hole exposed on each side.

6. **ATTACH ARMS**
   - Fit Left and Right Arms cut outs over Left and Right Sides with Micro Double Blocks. Insert 1/2˝ Round Head Bolts through the blocks into the Arms and finger tighten.

*Please read Assembly Tips before beginning assembly.
*It is very important that you finger tighten all bolts into inserts to ensure that you do not cross-thread bolts and inserts before tightening. It will also be easier if you wait to tighten bolts until you have all bolts installed and the piece completely assembled. This will allow for more movement of individual pieces and help in aligning holes with inserts. Use the Allen Tool provided to finish tighten bolt until snug.

*Using provided wrench securely tighten all bolts from all steps.
Loll Designs inspire people to appreciate the outdoors.

SHARE YOUR LOLL
Scan for assembly tips and videos

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS & PRODUCT INFO:
FACE PLATE
Count: 1

MID BRACE
Count: 1

BACK BRACE
Count: 1

ARM
Count: 2

LOCK BLOCK B
Count: 4

MICRO DOUBLE BLOCK
Count: 4

LOCK BLOCK G
Count: 4

1" ROUND HEAD BOLT (X12)

1" BOLT (X20)

5 YR WARRANTY
We sit beside, on top, and beneath the quality of our fine furniture and will make things right if you do not fail, under normal use, for five years from the year mark on the piece or the date of purchase. *For commercial orders the warranty is three years.

PRODUCT CARE
Favorite eco-friendly soap to the wash will get everything squeaky clean. Mineral deposits left over from hard water can be removed with a solution of vinegar and water. Loll offers a cleaning kit that has everything you need for great results. Also see our cleaning video at lolldesigns.com/videos.

ASSEMBLY TIPS
Insert bolts through countersunk hole side of blocks as shown below.

** Please Recycle the BOX and paper packaging. The green plastic stretch wrap we use is compostable.
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